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TI-STATES: POWER MANAGEMENT IN
ACTIVE TIMING MARGIN PROCESSORS
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TEMPERATURE INVERSION IS A TRANSISTOR-LEVEL EFFECT THAT IMPROVES PERFORMANCE

WHEN TEMPERATURE INCREASES. THIS ARTICLE PRESENTS A COMPREHENSIVE

MEASUREMENT-BASED ANALYSIS OF ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND

POWER MANAGEMENT USING THE AMD A10-8700P PROCESSOR. THE AUTHORS

PROPOSE TEMPERATURE-INVERSION STATES (TI-STATES) TO HARNESS THE OPPORTUNITIES

PROMISED BY TEMPERATURE INVERSION. THEY EXPECT TI-STATES TO BE ABLE TO IMPROVE

THE POWER EFFICIENCY OF MANY PROCESSORS MANUFACTURED IN FUTURE CMOS

TECHNOLOGIES.

......Temperature inversion refers to
the phenomenon that transistors switch faster
at a higher temperature when operating under
certain regions. To harness temperature inver-
sion’s performance benefits, we introduce
Ti-states, or temperature-inversion states, for
active timing-margin management in emerg-
ing processors. Ti-states are frequency, temper-
ature, and voltage triples that enable processor
timing-margin adjustments through runtime
supply voltage changes. Similar to P-states’
frequency-voltage table lookup mechanism,
Ti-states operate by indexing into a temper-
ature-voltage table that resembles a series
of power states determined by transistors’
temperature-inversion effect. Ti-states push
greater efficiency out of the underlying
processor, specifically in active timing-
margin-based processors.

Ti-states are the desired evolution of clas-
sical power-management mechanisms, such

as P-states and C-states. This evolution is
enabled by the growing manifestation of the
transistor’s temperature-inversion effect as
device feature size scales down.

When temperature increases, transistor
performance is affected by two factors: a
decrease in both carrier mobility and thresh-
old voltage. Reduced carrier mobility causes
devices to slow down, whereas reduced
threshold voltage causes devices to speed up.
When supply voltage is low enough, transistor
speed is sensitive to minute threshold voltage
changes, which makes the second factor
(threshold voltage reduction) dominate. In
this situation, temperature inversion occurs.1

In the past, designers have safely dis-
counted temperature inversion because it
does not occur under a processor’s normal
operation. However, as transistor feature size
scales down, today’s processors are operating
close to the temperature inversion’s voltage
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region. Therefore, the speedup benefit of
temperature inversion deserves more atten-
tion from architects and system operators.

Figure 1a provides a device simulation
analysis based on predictive technology mod-
els.2,3 We use inflection voltage to denote the
crossover point for temperature inversion to
occur. Below the inflection voltage is the
temperature-inversion region, in which cir-
cuits speed up at high temperature. Above
the inflection voltage is the noninversion
region, in which circuits slow down at high
temperature. From 90 nm to 22 nm, the
inflection voltage keeps increasing and
approaches the processor’s nominal voltage.
This means temperature inversion is becom-
ing more likely to occur in recent smaller
technologies.

Our silicon measurement corroborates
and strengthens this projection. The meas-
ured 28-nm AMD A10-8700P processor’s
inflection voltage falls within the range of the
processor’s different P-states. Figure 1b fur-
ther illustrates temperature inversion by con-
trasting circuit performance in the inversion
and noninversion regions. At 1.1 V, the cir-
cuit is slightly slower at a higher temperature
while safely meeting the specified frequency,
as expected from conventional wisdom. At
0.7 V, however, this circuit becomes faster by
more than 15 percent at 80�C as a result of
temperature inversion.

Ti-states harness temperature inversion’s
speedup effect by actively undervolting to
save power. Ti-states exploit the fact that the
faster circuits offered by temperature inver-
sion add extra margin to the processor’s clock
cycle. It then calculates the precise amount of
voltage that can be safely reduced to reclaim
the extra margin. The undervolting decision
for each temperature is stored in a table for
runtime lookup.

Ti-states are instrumental because they
can apply to almost all processors manufac-
tured with today’s technologies that manifest
a strong temperature-inversion effect, includ-
ing bulk CMOS, fin field-effect transistor
(FinFET), and fully depleted silicon on insu-
lator (FD-SOI). The comprehensive charac-
terization we present in this article is based
on rigorous hardware measurement, and it
can spawn future work that exploits the tem-
perature-inversion effect.

Measuring Temperature Inversion
We measure temperature inversion on a 28-
nm AMD A10-8700P accelerated processing
unit (APU).4 The APU integrates two CPU
core pairs, eight GPU cores, and other system
components. We conduct our study on both
the CPU and GPU and present measure-
ments at the GPU’s lowest P-state of 0.7 V
and 300 MHz, because it has strong tempera-
ture inversion. The temperature-inversion
effect we study depends on supply voltage
but not on the architecture. Thus, we expect
the analysis on the AMD-integrated GPU to
naturally extend to the CPU and other archi-
tectures as well for all processor vendors.

We leverage the APU’s power supply mon-
itors (PSMs) to accurately measure circuit
speed changes under different conditions.5
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Figure 1. Temperature inversion is having

more impact on processor performance as

technology scales. (a) Temperature

inversion was projected to be more

common in smaller technologies as its

inflection voltage keeps increasing and

approaches nominal supply. (b) High

temperature increases performance under

low voltage due to temperature inversion,

compared to conventional wisdom under

high voltage.
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Figure 2 illustrates a PSM’s structure. A PSM
is a time-to-digital converter that reflects
circuit time delay in numeric form. Its core
component is a ring oscillator that counts the
number of inverters an “edge” has traveled
through in each clock cycle. When the circuit
is faster, an edge can pass more inverters, and
a PSM will produce a higher count output.
We use a PSM as a means to characterize cir-
cuit performance under temperature varia-
tion. We normalize the PSM reading to a
reference value measured under 0.7 V, 300
MHz, 0�C, and idle chip condition.

To characterize the effect of temperature
inversion on performance and power under
different operating conditions, we carefully
regulate the processor’s on-die temperature
using a temperature feedback control system
(see Figure 3). The feedback control checks
die temperature measured via an on-chip
thermal diode and adjusts the thermal head
temperature every 10 ms to set the chip tem-
perature to a user-specified value. Physically,
the thermal head’s temperature is controlled
via a water pipe and a heater to control its
surface temperature.

The Temperature-Inversion Effect
Temperature inversion primarily affects circuit
performance. We first explain temperature
inversion’s performance impact with respect
to supply voltage and temperature. We then
extrapolate the power optimization potential
offered by temperature inversion. Through
our measurement, we make two observa-
tions: temperature inversion’s speedup effects
become stronger with lower voltage, and the
speedup can be turned into more than 5 per-
cent undervolting benefits.

Inversion versus Noninversion
We contrast temperature inversion and non-
inversion effects by sweeping across a wide
operating voltage range. Figure 4 shows the
circuit speed change under different supply
voltages and die temperatures. Speed is
reflected by the PSM’s normalized output—a
higher value implies a faster circuit. We keep
the chip idle to avoid any workload disturb-
ance, such as the di/dt effect.

Figure 4 illustrates the insight that the
temperature’s impact on circuit performance
depends on the supply voltage. In the high
supply-voltage region around 1.1 V, the
PSM’s reading becomes progressively smaller
as the temperature rises from 0�C to 100�C.
The circuit operates slower at a higher tem-
perature, which aligns with conventional
belief. The reason for this circuit perform-
ance degradation is that the transistor’s carrier
mobility decreases at a higher temperature,
leading to smaller switch-on current (Ion) and
longer switch time.

Under a lower supply voltage, the PSM’s
reading increases with higher temperature,
which means the circuit switches faster (that
is, the temperature-inversion phenomenon).
The reason is because the transistor’s thresh-
old voltage (Vth) decreases linearly as tempera-
ture increases. For the same supply voltage, a
lower Vth provides more drive current (Ion),
which makes the circuit switch faster. The
speedup effect is more dominant when supply
voltage is low, because then the supply voltage
is closer to Vth, and any minute change of Vth

can affect transistor performance.
An “inflection voltage” exists that balan-

ces high temperature’s speedup and slow-
down effects. On the processor we tested,

Edge

propagation

Figure 2. A power supply monitor (PSM) is a

ring of inverters inserted between two

pipeline latches. It counts the number of

inverters an “edge” travels through in one

cycle to measure circuit speed.
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the inflection voltage is between 0.9 V and 1
V. Around this point, temperature does not
have a notable impact on circuit perform-
ance. Technology evolution has made more
chip operating states fall below the inflection
voltage (that is, in the temperature-inversion
region). For the APU we tested, half of the
GPU’s P-states, ranging from 0.75 to 1.1 V,
operate in the temperature-inversion region.
Therefore, we must carefully inspect temper-
ature inversion and take advantage of its
speedup effect.

Active Timing Margin’s Undervolting Potential
We propose to harness temperature inversion’s
speedup effect by reclaiming the extra pipeline
timing margin provided by the faster circuitry.
Specifically, we propose to actively undervolt
to shrink the extra timing margin, an approach
similar in spirit to prior active-timing-margin
management schemes.6 To explore the optimi-
zation space, we first estimate the undervolting
potential using PSM measurement.

Figure 5 illustrates the estimation proc-
ess. The x-axis zooms into the low-voltage
region between 0.6 and 0.86 V in Figure 4
to give a closer look at the margin-reduction
opportunities.

Temperature inversion’s performance ben-
efit becomes stronger at lower voltages, as
reflected by the widening gap between 100�C
and 0�C. At 0.7 V, the PSM difference
between 100�C and 0�C represents the extra
timing margin in the units of inverter delays.
In other words, it reflects how much faster the
circuits run at a higher temperature by count-
ing how many more inverters the faster circuit
can switch successively in one cycle. To bring
the faster circuit back to its original speed,
supply voltage needs to be reduced such that
under a higher temperature the PSM can read
the same value. We estimate the voltage
reduction potential with linear extrapolation.
At 0.7 V, the extra margin translates to a 46-
mV voltage reduction, equivalent to 5 percent
undervolting potential. See our original paper
for more complete extrapolation results.7

Temperature-Inversion States
Based on our temperature-inversion charac-
terization, we propose Ti-states to construct a
safe undervolting control loop to reclaim the
extra timing margin provided by temperature
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inversion. In doing this, we must not intro-
duce additional pipeline timing threats for
reliability purposes, such as overly reducing
timing margins or enlarging voltage droops
caused by workload di/dt effects.

To guarantee timing safety, we use the tim-
ing margin measured at 0�C as the “golden”
reference. We choose 0�C as the reference
because it represents the worst-case operating
condition under temperature inversion. Work-
loads that run safely at 0�C are guaranteed to
pass under higher temperatures, because tem-
perature inversion can make circuits run faster.
Although 0�C rarely occurs in desktop,
mobile, and datacenter applications, during
the early design stage, timing margins should
be set to tolerate these worst-case conditions.
In industry, 0�C or below is used as a standard
circuit design guideline.8 In critical scenarios,
an even more conservative reference of –25�C
is adopted.

Ti-states’ undervolting goal is to maintain
the same timing margin as 0�C when a chip
is operating at a higher temperature. In other
words, the voltage Ti-state sets should always
make the timing margins measured by the
PSM match 0�C. Under this constraint,
Ti-states undervolt to maximize power saving.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the methodol-
ogy to construct Ti- states:

The algorithm repeatedly stress tests the
processor under different temperature-voltage
environments with a set of workloads, and
produces a temperature-voltage table that
can be stored in system firmware.9 At run-
time, the system can index into this table to
actively set the supply voltage according to
runtime temperature measurement.

Algorithm 1 uses a set of workloads as the
training sets to first get a tentative tempera-
ture-voltage mapping. We then validate this
mapping with another set of test workloads.

During the training stage, Algorithm 1
first measures each workload’s golden refer-
ence timing margin at 0�C using PSMs. The
timing margin is recorded as the worst-case
margin during the entire program run. Then,
at each target temperature, Algorithm 1
selects four candidate voltages around the
extrapolated voltage value as in Figure 5. The
four candidate voltages are stepped through,
and each workload’s timing margin is recorded
using PSMs. Finally, the timing margins at dif-
ferent candidate voltages are compared against
the 0�C reference, and the voltage with the
minimum PSM difference is taken as the
target temperature’s Ti-state voltage.

Table 1 shows the PSM difference com-
pared with the 0�C reference across different
candidate voltages for 20�C, 40�C, 60�C,
and 80�C. The selected Ti-state voltages with
the smallest difference are shown in bold in
the table. For instance, at 80�C, 0.6625 V is
the Ti-state, which provides around 5% volt-
age reduction benefits.

We observed from executing Algorithm 1
that a Ti-state’s undervolting decision is inde-
pendent of the workloads. It achieves the
same margin reduction effects across all pro-
grams. This makes sense, because tempera-
ture inversion is a transistor-level effect and
does not depend on other architecture or pro-
gram behavior. This observation is good for
Ti-states, because it justifies the applicability
of the undervolting decision made from a
small set of test programs to a wide range of
future unknown workloads.

Figure 6 illustrates our observation. Going
from 0�C to 80�C, temperature inversion
offers more than 15 percent extra timing
margin. Ti-states safely reclaim the extra
margin by reducing voltage to 0.66 V. After
voltage reduction, workload timing margins

1:procedure GET REFERENCE  MARGIN
2: set voltage and temperature to  reference
3: for each training workload  do
4: workloadMargin ← PSM measurement
5: push RefMarginArr, workloadMargin

returnRefMarginArr

returnexploreVDD

6:procedure EXPLORE UNDERVOLT
7: initVDD ← idle PSM extrapolation
8: candidateVDDArr ← voltage around initVDD
9: minErr ← MaxInt
10: set exploration temperature
11: for each VDD in candidateVDDArrdo
12: set voltage to VDD
13: for each training workload do
14: workloadMargin ← PSM measurement
15: push TrainMarginArr, workloadMargin
16: err ← diff(RefMarginArr,TrainMarginArr) 
17: if err<minErr then
18: minErr ← err
19: exploreVDD ← VDD
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closely track the baseline for all workloads.
Overall, Ti-states can achieve 6 to 12 percent
power savings on our measured chip across
different temperatures.

Long-Term Impact
As CMOS technology scales to its end, it
is important to extract as much efficiency
improvement opportunity as possible from
the underlying transistors. Ti-state achieves
this goal with active timing-margin man-
agement. Exploiting slack in timing mar-
gins to improve processor efficiency will be
ubiquitous, just as P-states and C-states
have helped reduce redundant power in the
past. We believe the simplicity of Ti-states
and the insights behind them render a wide
range of applicability. Our work brings
temperature inversion’s value from device
level to architects and system managers, and
opens doors for other ideas to improve pro-
cessor efficiency.

Wide Range of Applicability
Ti-state is purely based on transistor’s temper-
ature-inversion effect and is independent of
other factors. Temperature inversion is an
opportunity offered by technology scaling,
which makes it a free meal for computer
architects. Therefore, Ti-state is applicable to
chips made with today’s advanced technolo-
gies, including bulk CMOS, FD-SOI, and
FinFET (as we show in our original paper7).
Many, if not all, processor architectures can
benefit from it, whether they’re CPUs, GPUs,
FPGAs, or other accelerators.

Ti-state’s design is succinct. Its main com-
ponents are on-chip timing margin sensors,
temperature sensors, and system firmware
that stores Ti-state tables. A Ti-state’s runtime
overhead is a table lookup and a voltage regu-
lator module’s set command, which are mini-
mal. Because chip temperature changes over
the course of several seconds, a Ti-state’s feed-
back loop has no strict latency requirement,
which makes it easy to design, implement,
and test.

Implications at Circuit, Architecture, and
System Level
Our study conducted on an AMD A10-
8700P processor focuses on a single chip
made in planar CMOS technology. Going
beyond current technology and across system
scale, Ti-states will have a bigger impact in
the future.

Table 1. PSM error compared to the reference setting for different <temperature, voltage> configurations.

Candidate voltages (mV) 208C 408C 608C 808C 1008C

693.75 3.7% — — — —

687.50 2.2% — — — —

681.25 8.4% 2.3% — — —

675.00 13.9% 5.3% 4.9% — —

668.75 — 9.5% 2.5% — —

662.50 — 13.5% 6.5% 1.9% —

656.25 — — 12.2% 5.6% 9.9%

650.00 — — — 9.3% 5.1%...................................................................................................................................

*Bold type indicates the voltages with the smallest PSM difference.
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Significance for FinFETand FD-SOI. FinFET
and FD-SOI are projected to have stronger
and more common temperature-inversion
effects.10,11 In these technologies, Ti-states
have broader applicability and more bene-
fits. Furthermore, the low-leakage charac-
teristics of these technologies promise other
opportunities for a tradeoff between tem-
perature and power.

In our original paper, we provide a detailed
FinFET and FD-SOI projection analysis
based on measurements taken at 28-nm bulk
CMOS. We find the 10-times leakage reduc-
tion capabilities make these technologies
enjoy a higher operating temperature, because
Ti-states reduce more VDD under higher tem-
peratures. The optimal temperature for power
is usually between 40�C to 60�C, depending
on workloads and device type. Thus, Ti-states
not only reduce chip power itself for FinFET
and FD-SOI but also relieve the burden of
the cooling system.

System-level thermal management. Datacen-
ters and supercomputers strive to make room
temperature low at the cost of very high
power consumption and cost. A tradeoff
between cooling power and chip leakage
power exists in this setting.12 Ti-states add
new perspective to this problem. First, we
find that high temperature does not worsen
timing margins, but actually preserves pro-
cessor timing reliability because of tempera-
ture inversion. Second, Ti-states reduce
power under higher temperatures, mitigating

processor power cost. For FinFET and
FD-SOI, the processor might prefer high
temperatures around 60�C to save power,
which further provides room for cooling
power reduction.

Figure 7 shows a control mechanism that
we conceived to synergistically reduce chip
and cooling power. The test-time procedure
and loop 1 is what the Ti-state achieves. In
addition, loop 2 takes cooling system power
into consideration and jointly optimizes fan
and chip power together. Overall, tempera-
ture inversion and Ti-states enable an optimi-
zation space involving cooling power, chip
power, and chip reliability.

Opportunity for near-threshold computing.
Our measurement on a real chip shows that
temperature inversion is stronger at lower vol-
tages, reaching up to 10 percent VDD reduc-
tion potential for a Ti-state at 0.6 V for our
28-nm chip. In near-threshold conditions as
low as 0.4 V, temperature inversion will have
a much stronger effect and will offer much
larger benefits. In addition to power reduc-
tion, a Ti-state can be employed to boost the
performance of near-threshold chips by over-
clocking directly to exploit extra margin.
Extrapolation similar to Figure 4 shows over-
clocking potential is between 20 and 50 per-
cent with the help of techniques that mitigate
di/dt effects.5

Temperature inversion offers a new ave-
nue for improving processor efficiency.
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Figure 7. Ti-state temperature and voltage control: two loops work in synergy to minimize

power. Loop 1 is a fast control loop that uses a Ti-state table to keep adjusting voltage in

response to silicon temperature variation. Loop 2 is a slow control loop that sets the optimal

temperature based on workload steady-state dynamic power profile.
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On the basis of detailed measurements, our
article presents a comprehensive analysis of
how temperature inversion can alter the way
we do power management today. Through
the introduction of Ti-states, we show that
active timing margin management can be
successfully applied to exploit temperature
inversion. Applying such optimizations in
the future will likely become even more
important as technology scaling continues.
We envision future work that draws on Ti-
states to enhance computing systems across
the stack and at a larger scale. MICRO
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